BROADVIEW LOFTS
68 BROADVIEW AVENUE 511

PIERRE CARAPETIAN GROUP
Realty Brokerage

1 BEDROOM | 2 BATH

SIXTY EIGHT
BROADVIEW
AVENUE 511
What was once a Rexall pharmacy warehouse
is now the iconic and coveted Broadview
Lofts. Originally built in 1914, this hard loft
conversion boasts original post, brick
and beam features, massive windows and
polished concrete floors. With both north and
south facing views and two balconies to retreat
to you will always have a killer east side view.
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Neighbouring Leslieville, Riverside has
become one of the hottest new areas in
Toronto. The revitalization of Queen Street
East has brought independent boutiques
and bars (even a few celebrity-owned) and
is attracting a mix of families and young
professionals.
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WELCOME

HOME
68 Broadview is one of the
city’s most coveted hard loft
conversions. Tons of light pour
into this open concept loft
highlighting its warm natural
wood and beam features.
With over 1,200 square feet of
open concept space, you’ll have
plenty of room for celebration
cart-wheels once you have the
pleasure of calling this space home.

The warmth of this industrial
open concept space is
accentuated by the suite’s
high wood ceiling and original
douglas fir wooden beams.
Furniture-less, this exquisite loft
would still exude style.

Polished concrete floors, stainless
steel appliances, exposed piping
and heat ducts. These rugged
industrial elements are perfectly
contrasted by the warm wooden
features throughout.

Whether you’re fixing up a
delicious dinner or the perfect
cocktail, you’ll never feel out of
the conversation in your new
open-concept home. The large
kitchen island and neighbouring
bar are perfect for entertaining.

Partitioned off by doubled original
warehouse sliding doors is this
spacious bedroom. With a massive
built-in closet, a private balcony
and a beautiful soaker tub in the
master bath, this is the perfect
space to retreat and unwind.

It’ll be easy to entertain in your
new home. The Broadview Lofts
boast a rooftop patio and party
room, while the convenient
location makes it easy for
commuting guests to hop off
the King or Queen streetcar
line. Also, just announced this
year is the downtown subway
relief line that will be adding a
stop to Eastern and Broadview.
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